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From consciousness to dream
―Bergson and Freud―
UCHIDA,…Oga
　In…this…paper,… I…will…be…a…discussion…of…consciousness…of…Bergson.…However,… I…will…not…
be…questioning…the……real…nature…of…consciousness.…It…is…the……real…nature…of…consciousness…is…
what…I…want…to…know…in…this…paper.…Therefore,…I…will…examine…in…detail…the…nature…of…the…
consciousness…of…Bergson.…For…that…purpose,…I…referenced…to…the…article…about…the…dream…of…
Bergson.…And…in…the…next,…I…was…referring…to…the…Freud…of…psychoanalyst.…Thus,…I…was…able…
to…approach…the…diversity…of…consciousness…in…this…paper.
